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A B S T R A C T

Emergent and submerged vegetation can significantly affect coastal hydrodynamics. However, most determi-
nistic numerical models do not take into account their influence on currents, waves, and turbulence. In this
paper, we describe the implementation of a wave-flow-vegetation module into a Coupled-Ocean-Atmosphere-
Wave-Sediment Transport (COAWST) modeling system that includes a flow model (ROMS) and a wave model
(SWAN), and illustrate various interacting processes using an idealized shallow basin application. The flow
model has been modified to include plant posture-dependent three-dimensional drag, in-canopy wave-induced
streaming, and production of turbulent kinetic energy and enstrophy to parameterize vertical mixing. The
coupling framework has been updated to exchange vegetation-related variables between the flow model and the
wave model to account for wave energy dissipation due to vegetation. This study i) demonstrates the validity of
the plant posture-dependent drag parameterization against field measurements, ii) shows that the model is
capable of reproducing the mean and turbulent flow field in the presence of vegetation as compared to various
laboratory experiments, iii) provides insight into the flow-vegetation interaction through an analysis of the
terms in the momentum balance, iv) describes the influence of a submerged vegetation patch on tidal currents
and waves separately and combined, and v) proposes future directions for research and development.

1. Introduction

Aquatic vegetation (e.g., mangroves, salt marshes, and seagrasses)
plays an important role in estuarine ecosystems by acting as a seabed
stabilizer, nutrient sink, and nursery for juvenile fishes and inverte-
brates (Hemminga and Duarte, 2000). They are often referred to as
eco-engineers because they modify their physical environment to create
more favorable habitat for themselves and other organisms (Jones
et al., 1994). For example, seagrasses can reduce sediment resuspen-
sion thereby increasing light penetration and potential growth (Carr
et al., 2010). Evaluating the resilience of estuarine ecosystems requires
greater insight into the interactions between vegetation, currents,
waves, and sediment transport. The relevance of aquatic vegetation
in coastal protection from extreme events has become a recurring
question along with the viability assessment of ecosystem-based
management approaches (Barbier et al., 2008; Temmerman et al.,
2013).

Previous laboratory and numerical investigations have focused on
the blade-to-meadow scale (detailed review by Nepf, 2012). Paired with
theoretical analysis, they stand as valuable tools to study vegetated flow
dynamics (Fig. 1). However, they do not consider the inherent
complexity of realistic environments (e.g., spatial variations of vegeta-
tion distribution and bathymetry, nonlinear wave-current interac-

tions). Coastal ocean numerical models can be used to investigate
these complex processes, but their resolution often requires parame-
terizations to account for small (sub-grid) scale turbulent features of
the flows, which are particularly important in the presence of vegeta-
tion.

The simplest method to account for the influence of vegetation in a
depth-averaged flow model is an increase of the bottom roughness
coefficient (Ree, 1949; Morin et al., 2000). More recently, vegetation
has been parameterized as a source of form drag as opposed to skin
friction relevant to sediment transport in the depth-averaged sense
(Chen et al., 2007; Le Bouteiller and Venditti, 2014). However, two-
dimensional depth-averaged (2DH) approximations cannot account for
the complex vertical structure of the flow within and over submerged
vegetation (Sheng et al., 2012), especially shear layers at the top of the
canopy that enhance vertical mixing (Lapetina and Sheng, 2014;
Marjoribanks et al., 2014). To date, few estuary-scale models account
for the three-dimensional influence of vegetation on the mean and
turbulent flow (Temmerman et al., 2005; Kombiadou et al., 2014;
Lapetina and Sheng, 2015), and none are part of an open-source,
community model. In addition to exerting drag on the mean flow,
aquatic vegetation also attenuates waves. While the bed-roughness
approach has been rather successfully applied to simulate wave height
decay over vegetation (Möller et al., 1999; de Vriend, 2006; Chen et al.,
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2007), the cylinder approach of Dalrymple et al. (1984) provides a
more physically based description of wave dissipation by vegetation
and its implementation in spectral wave models has been validated
against flume experiments (Mendez and Losada, 2004; Suzuki et al.,
2012; Wu, 2014; Bacchi et al., 2014).

The present study aims at providing an open-source process-based
modeling framework that allows comprehensive studies of the inter-
actions between hydrodynamics and vegetation, and describing/illus-
trating the influence of a submerged vegetation patch on currents and
waves in an idealized shallow basin. We first detail the implementation
of flow-vegetation interaction processes within the models, and then
assess the model results using prior studies. We detail the interaction
between flow and vegetation for a number of idealized cases, then
discuss future avenues of model application and improvement.

2. Methods

The wave-flow-vegetation module described in this paper is im-
plemented as part of the open-source Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere-
Wave-Sediment Transport (COAWST) numerical modeling system
(Warner et al., 2010), operating on the flow (ROMS) and wave
(SWAN) models (Fig. 2) coupled via the Model Coupling Toolkit
(MCT) generating a single executable program (Warner et al., 2008a,
2008b). The vegetation parameterizations are successively described in
the flow and wave models.

2.1. Flow model

ROMS (Regional Ocean Modeling System) is a three-dimensional,

free surface, finite-difference, terrain-following model that solves the
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations using the hydro-
static and Boussinesq assumptions (Haidvogel et al., 2008):
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where u v w( , , ) are the velocity vector v⎯→ components in the horizontal
(the Cartesian coordinates x and y can be replaced by more general
curvilinear coordinate ξ and η, in which case additional metric terms
appear in the equations) and vertical (z is actually scaled to sigma-
coordinate) directions respectively, f is the Coriolis parameter, ϕ is the
dynamic pressure (normalized by the reference density of seawater ρ0),
ρ is the density, ν is the molecular viscosity, D D( , )u v are the horizontal
diffusive terms calculated with the vector Laplacian of the velocity field,
and F F( , )u v are the forcing terms that include wave-averaged forces
(Kumar et al., 2012) and vegetation drag force and in-canopy wave-
induced streaming (described in the next paragraphs).

The (spatially averaged) vegetation drag force can be approximated
using a quadratic drag law:

F C b n u u v= 1
2

+d veg u D v v, ,
2 2

(2a)

F C b n v u v= 1
2

+d veg v D v v, ,
2 2

(2b)

where ρ is the (total) density of seawater,CD is the plant drag coefficient
(constant assuming a high Reynolds number), bv is the width of
individual plants, nv is the number of plants per unit area, and u v( , )
are the horizontal velocity components at each vertical level in the
canopy of height lv (when upright). A limiter is imposed to prevent the
vegetation drag force from having a value large enough to reverse the
velocity direction (see also bottom stress limiter due to wetting and
drying in Warner et al., 2013).

To quantify the reduction of drag due to the bending of flexible
plants, Dijkstra (2012) implemented a lookup table of deflected height
and equivalent drag coefficient based on a detailed one-dimensional
vertical model of plant motion called Dynveg (Dijkstra and
Uittenbogaard, 2010), while Kombiadou et al. (2014) used an empirical
formula based on laboratory data of Ganthy (2011) for the height of the
bent canopy. In the present study, the more generally applicable
(across vegetation species and hydrodynamic conditions) approach of

Fig. 1. Sketch of three different flow regimes. The dominant source of turbulence is respectively (from left to right) the bed, the top of the canopy (shear layer), and the stem wakes.

Fig. 2. Diagram showing data exchanges between the flow model, the wave model, and
the vegetation module in COAWST.
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Luhar and Nepf (2011) has been implemented. An effective blade
length (lve) is defined as the length of a rigid vertical blade that
generates the same horizontal drag as the flexible blade of total length
(lv), accounting for drag reduction both due to the reduced frontal area
(deflected height times width) and to the more streamlined shape of the
bent blades. Based on a theoretical plant posture model (described in
details in Luhar and Nepf, 2011), the effective blade length expression
can be reduced to (Eq. (16) in Luhar and Nepf, 2011):

l
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where Ca is the Cauchy number and B is the buoyancy parameter
defined respectively as:
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with I the second moment of area ( b t= /12v v
3 for a rectangular section),

tv the blade thickness, E the elastic modulus, and ρv the vegetation
tissue density. In Luhar and Nepf (2011) the in-canopy velocity
magnitude U is vertically uniform, while in the present model U varies
over depth (U u v= +2 2 ). The actual implementation of the model is
subject to verification through the bending angle from vertical of the
deflected canopy (Luhar and Nepf, 2011):
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The wave-induced streaming (oscillatory contribution to steady
wave stress) in the direction of wave propagation within the vegetation
canopy (observed by Luhar et al., 2010; Luhar and Nepf, 2013) is
implemented in the momentum balance as an additional wave-
averaged forcing (similar to streaming in the wave boundary layer) as:
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where k∼ is the mean wave number, σ∼ is the mean wave frequency, and
Sd veg tot, , is the total wave energy dissipation due to vegetation term
calculated in the wave model (Eq. (10)) and exchanged with the flow
model.

The vertical Reynolds stresses (vertical flux of horizontal momen-
tum by turbulent velocity fluctuations) are related to the mean flow
through the use of an eddy viscosity:
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where the overbar represents a time average and the prime represents a
fluctuation about the mean, and KM is the eddy viscosity that is
parameterized as:

K c k l ν= +M μ
1/2 (5c)

where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, l is a turbulent length scale (size
of the largest turbulent eddies), and cμ is a stratification stability
function (for non-stratified or neutral flow c c= ≈0.55μ μ

0 ). The variables k
and l are computed with a generic (GLS) two-equation turbulence
model (Umlauf and Burchard, 2003 in Warner et al., 2005) that can
represent several classic turbulence model schemes (e.g., k kl− , k ε− ,
and k ω− ):
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where σk is the turbulent Schmidt number for k , Ps is the production of k

by shear, Pveg is the production of k by vegetation (see Eq. (7)), B is the
buoyancy flux, and ε is the turbulent dissipation expressed as:

ε c k ψ=( )μ
p n m n n0 3+ / 3/2+ / −1/ (6b)

where p n m( , , ) is a set of parameters to retrieve the classic turbulence
models (Table 1 in Warner et al., 2005), and ψ c k l= ( )μ

p m n0 is the generic
parameter satisfying the second equation of the turbulence model:
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where σψ is the turbulent Schmidt number for ψ , c1 and c2 are
coefficients selected to be consistent with the von Karman constant
and with experimental observations for decaying homogeneous iso-
tropic turbulence (Wilcox, 1998 in Warner et al., 2005), c3 is a
coefficient depending on stratification stability, Fwall is a wall proximity
function, and Dveg is an extra dissipation term due to vegetation (see
Eq. (8)).

According to Uittenbogaard (2003), the turbulence production due
to vegetation in Eq. (6a) is expressed as:
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, ,
2

(7)

and the source of enstrophy or dissipation due to vegetation in Eq. (6c)
is expressed as:
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with τeff defined as the minimum between the dissipation time scale of
free turbulence and the dissipation time scale of eddies in between the
plants:
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with c c=( ) ≃0.09k μ
0 4 and L is the typical length scale between the plants

defined as:
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with cl a coefficient of order unity.
The stress exerted on the flow by the bed is calculated using a

quadratic drag coefficient and assuming a logarithmic profile in the
bottom cell (Warner et al., 2008a, 2008b). The presence of waves
increases bottom mixing which affects the bottom resistance experi-
enced by a current, and can be interpreted as an apparent increase in
the bottom roughness (Madsen, 1994).

2.2. Wave model

SWAN (Simulating Waves Nearshore) is a third-generation spectral
wave model based on the action balance equation (Booij et al., 1999):
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N being the action density defined as the ratio of the wave energy
density (or variance spectrum) distributed over (intrinsic) wave
frequency (σ) and direction of propagation (θ) divided by frequency
( E σ θ σ= ( , )/ ), where c is the propagation velocity. The equation is a
balance between local rate of change, advection in the horizontal (x and
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y) directions, shifting of relative frequency due to variation in water
depth and current (exchanged between the flow and wave models),
depth-induced refraction and additional source/sink terms (S )tot ,
namely wave-growth due to wind input, energy transfer due to wave-
wave interactions, and dissipation due to white-capping, depth-in-
duced breaking, and bottom friction (plus vegetation drag described in
next paragraph). SWAN can also account for diffraction, partial
transmission, and reflection.

Wave dissipation due to vegetation is computed with the formula-
tion of Mendez and Losada (2004) following the work of Dalrymple
et al. (1984) on cylinders, which was implemented in SWAN by Suzuki
et al. (2012) as:
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where CD is a bulk drag coefficient (that may be dependent on the
Keulegan-Carpenter number K u T b= /C c p v with uc a characteristic velo-

city acting on the plants, and Tp the wave period), k∼ is the mean wave
number, σ∼ is the mean wave frequency, h is the water depth, Etot is the
total wave energy, and E is the wave energy at frequency σ and
direction θ. This term was derived neglecting the shearing generated at
the top of the canopy, and the inertial force caused by the fluid
accelerating past the plant stems (Morison et al., 1950). However,
Luhar et al. (2010) underline that the inertia-dominated regime (when
the wave orbital excursion is much smaller than the drag and shear
length scales) is not relevant for field conditions, and that the energetic
contribution of the work done by the shear stress is typically two order
of magnitude smaller than the energy dissipation due to the drag. In
the present version of SWAN, the vegetation height lv cannot vary
spatially, and therefore the effect of plant reconfiguration under
current-forcing on wave dissipation is not currently accounted for.

2.3. Test case configuration

The implementation of the wave-flow-vegetation interactions were
evaluated in the COAWST modeling system with an application to an
idealized model domain that represents a 10 km by 10 km and 1 m
deep basin. The model is forced by oscillating the water level on the
northern edge with a tidal amplitude of 0.5 m and a period of 12 h.
Waves are also imposed on the northern edge with a height of 0.5 m,
directed to the south (zero angle), with a period of 2 s. The southern
edge of the model domain is closed (zero gradient condition for the
surface elevation and the tangential velocity components, and normal
velocity components set to zero). The (western and eastern) sides have
a zero gradient boundary condition for the flow and an absorbing
condition for the wave energy. A square patch of vegetation (1 km by
1 km) is placed in the middle of the domain. The selected vegetation
type is submerged and designed to resemble eelgrass (Zostera marina).
The plant stems are 30 cm high, 0.3 cm wide, and (if flexible) thickness
is set to 0.3 mm thick, mass density to 700 kg/m3 and elastic modulus
to 1 GPa (Luhar and Nepf, 2011; J. Testa, pers. comm.). The drag
coefficients in the flow model (CD) and in the wave model (CD ) are set to
1 (typical value for a cylinder at high Reynolds number). The density is
set to 2500 stems/m2 (packing density a=7.5 m−1) which is a dense
vegetation canopy according to Ghisalberti and Nepf (2004) and Nepf
(2012). The bed roughness is z0=0.05 mm which corresponds to a
mixture of silt and sand (Soulsby, 1997). The turbulence model
selected is the k ε− scheme. The grid is 100 by 100 in the horizontal
(100 m resolution) and has 40 vertical sigma-layers (uniformly dis-
tributed). The ROMS barotropic and baroclinic time steps are respec-
tively 0.05 s and 1 s, while the SWAN time step and the coupling
interval between ROMS and SWAN are 10 min.

Several scenarios were simulated to evaluate the hydrodynamic
effects of vegetation (Table 1): (1) NV: non-vegetative cases or control
experiments in which the vegetation module is not activated; (2) T: the

flow model alone with (stiff or flexible) vegetation drag and turbulence
mixing; (3) W: the wave model alone with wave energy dissipation due
to stiff vegetation; (4) WC: the wave and flow models coupled but no
free surface elevation fields from the flow model to the wave model
(option ZETA_CONST); (5) WWL: flow model and wave model coupled
but no current fields from the flow model to the wave model (option
UV_CONST); (6) FW: full coupling of the flow and wave models.

3. Results

3.1. Model verification

Different components of the model have already been validated
against multiple sets of laboratory experiments with rigid vegetation:
drag force (Eq. (2)) and turbulent vertical mixing (Eqs. (7)-(8)) by
Uittenbogaard (2003), and wave dissipation (Eq. (10)) by Suzuki et al.
(2012). Here, we focus on the current-vegetation interaction para-
meterization using an effective blade length (Eq. (3)) to account for
plant reconfiguration when predicting the drag force by flexible
vegetation. The deflected canopy height (ld) is located at the point of
inflection in the vertical velocity profiles (Fig. 1) either simulated by the
test case or measured in and above real eelgrass canopies by Lacy and
Wyllie-Echeverria (2011) at different phases of the tide. The bending of
the blade simulated and measured in the field (θ l l= cos ( / ))d v

−1 are
compared to the values obtained from Eq. 3d by normalizing the
velocity at the top of the canopy through a Froude number
(Fr U gl= / v ) (Fig. 3). The simulated and the observed bending angles
comply with the semi-empirical model, confirming the validity of the
effective blade length expression of Luhar and Nepf (2011) and its
implementation in COAWST.

A parameterization of wave-induced streaming by vegetation
(analogous to viscous boundary streaming) has been implemented
but remains to be verified against laboratory and field measurements
(Luhar et al., 2010 and Luhar and Nepf, 2013, respectively). The
present case study was not appropriate for investigating this process as
most of the wave dissipation by vegetation occurred only locally at the
edge of the vegetation patch. A configuration with additional wind-
wave generation over the entire model domain could provide more
similar wave conditions to the investigations of in-canopy wave-
induced streaming cited above.

The results of the few observations on wave attenuation by
vegetation in presence of different flow conditions (e.g., Paul et al.,
2012; Maza et al., 2015) highlight the strong nonlinearities among
waves, currents and vegetation. Rather than trying to match the
experimental setup to be able to verify the model, the present study
(following sections) uses the model as a tool to qualitatively investigate
the different processes involved in wave-current-vegetation interac-
tions.

3.2. Effects of vegetation on tidal flow

In this section, we consider tidal flow in the absence of waves
(scenario T), and focus on a snapshot at peak flood defined as the
instant of maximum velocity in the middle of the domain. The drag
exerted by vegetation reduces the mean flow compared to non-

Table 1
Model scenarios analyzed in the paper.

Model scenario Forcing/processes Paper section

NV tide and/or waves, no vegetation 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5
T tide only 3.1, 3.2
W waves only 3.3
WC waves and tidal currents 3.4.1
WWL waves and tidal water level fluctuations 3.4.2
FW tidal flow and waves 3.5
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vegetated (or bare) bed. The flow structure displays an S-shape with an
inflection point near the top of the canopy (Fig. 4a). In addition to
affecting the mean flow velocity, vegetation also affects the turbulence
intensity and mixing. Turbulent shear stress is generated by the drag
discontinuity across the canopy interface, and peaks near the top of the
canopy (Fig. 4b). As opposed to the theoretical mixing layer (hyperbolic
tangent velocity profile) and the vegetation shear layer described in
Ghisalberti and Nepf (2004, 2006), the present vegetation shear layer
has no clear limits as it is embedded within the tidal boundary layer
(linear Reynolds stress profile). Within the canopy, shear-scale turbu-
lence is dissipated and wake-scale turbulence is generated. A simula-
tion leaving out the additional vegetative turbulence terms (Eqs. (7)-
(8)) shows that wake-generated turbulence contributes to about 50% of
the total turbulence in accordance with the measurements of Nepf and
Vivoni (2000), and reduces the vertical velocity gradient by 25% on
average in the patch (not shown). Because the flexible vegetation is
bent over by the current, the drag is reduced, but the canopy shear
layer is lower in the water column, so the bed experiences more stress
(Fig. 4b).

The drag exerted by vegetation leads to a change in water level.
Overall, the vegetative drag force is balanced by a pressure gradient
(Fig. 5a). In the canopy, the vegetative drag force is mostly balanced
with the turbulent stress with smaller contribution from the pressure
gradient as opposed to the overlying part of the water column (Fig. 5b).
The adjustment of the water level around the patch (set-up upstream

and set-down downstream) is linked to a modification of the flow,
decelerating upstream and in the wake of the patch, while accelerating
at the edges (Fig. 6). In the case of rigid vegetation, the patch induces a
water level change of 20% (relative difference with the non-vegetative
case), a reduction of the depth-averaged velocity in the patch and
directly in its wake of 80%, and an increase of the depth-averaged
velocity at the edge of the patch (elongated lobes in the direction of the
flow) of 40%.

3.3. Effects of vegetation on wave characteristics and wave-induced
flow

In this section, we consider waves only, in the absence of tidal flow
(scenario W). The 0.5 m and 2 s waves forced at the northern boundary
adjust quickly due to breaking, white-capping, and bed friction. At the
vegetation patch the significant wave height (defined as the mean wave
height of the highest third of the waves) is already reduced by a factor
5. The best-fit exponential decay coefficient (Lacy and MacVean, 2016)
characterizing wave dissipation in this portion of the domain is α=3.2·
10−4 m−1. Nevertheless, vegetation plays an important role in wave
dissipation. The significant wave height is reduced to 5% of the non-
vegetative case value in and directly behind the patch (Fig. 7a). The
exponential decay coefficient characterizing wave dissipation due to
vegetation drag is α=3.9·10−3 m−1 (an order of magnitude larger than
bed friction). The peak period is unchanged but the mean wave period

Fig. 3. Bending angle from vertical plotted against the Froude number calculated at the top of the canopy taken as the height of the inflection point in the velocity profiles either
simulated by the test case at different phases of the tide (dot) or measured in the field (cross) by Lacy and Wyllie-Echeverria (2011), superimposed on the semi-empirical model (solid
line) of Luhar and Nepf (2011) assuming uniform in-canopy flow velocity.

Fig. 4. Vertical profiles of a) mean flow velocity, and b) turbulent Reynolds shear stress (v w K′ ′=− M
δv
δz
) in the middle of the patch at peak flood without vegetation (solid black), with stiff

vegetation (solid blue), and with flexible vegetation (dash green). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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increases up to 10% (Fig. 7b) and the mean wave length increases up to
15% (Fig. 7c). This reduction in wave height and increase in wave
length result in a reduction of wave steepness (Fig. 7d), so the
vegetation tends to smooth the sea surface locally and behind the
patch (glassy appearance observed in the field). As a corollary of wave
dissipation, the presence of a vegetation patch induces sharp horizontal
variations in wave height responsible for wave directional spreading
(diffraction effect).

As the wave energy (and momentum) flux decreases due to bottom
friction, the mean water level increases (setup) to balance. The patch of
vegetation dampens the wave-driven flow resulting in an additional
wave setup (Fig. 8a). Interestingly, the convergence of wave energy flux
behind the vegetation patch generates an area of enhanced current
(Fig. 8b). The magnitude of the wave-driven flow is much smaller than
the tidal flow in this case, nevertheless these results give a sense of the
qualitative influence of vegetation in wave-dominated environments.

3.4. Effects of vegetation-influenced tidal flow on wave
characteristics

Tides influence wave characteristics by varying both current and
water depth. To isolate these two processes, we analyze sequentially the

outputs of two wave model runs: one with no water level fluctuation
(scenario WC) and the other with the current set to zero (scenario
WWL).

3.4.1. Effects of vegetation-influenced currents on wave characteristics
In this section, we analyze the effects of currents on waves, in the

absence of water level fluctuations (scenario WC). Overall, the waves
are bigger during flood tide than during ebb tide as the rate of wave
energy dissipation is reduced with a following (flood) current and
increased with an opposing (ebb) current (Figs. 9–10). This applies to
wave dissipation due to vegetation, reduced by 40% at flood and
increased by a factor two at ebb relative to the non-tidal case (Fig. 9b).
Nevertheless, the significant wave height in the vegetation patch is
smaller with flood current than with no current (Fig. 9a). It appeared
that the intrinsic/relative wave period is also reduced at flood
(increased at ebb, not shown) forcing the wave height to decrease to
conserve wave action density. This result agrees with Bacchi et al.
(2014) who indicated that the damping by vegetation is more im-
portant at higher wave frequencies. In addition, the apparent (abso-
lute) wave period is also reduced at flood and increased at ebb as a
result of Doppler shift; the vegetation patch damps the current and
therefore attenuates this relativistic process: absolute and relative wave

Fig. 5. Cross-shore (along Y-axis) variation of momentum balance terms integrated over a) the water column and b) the canopy, in the middle of the domain in the case of stiff
vegetation (fveg=vegetation drag, prsgrd=pressure gradient, bstr=bottom friction, vvisc=vertical viscosity, hadv=horizontal advection). Wave propagation is from the right of the figure
to the left of the figure.

Fig. 6. Plan view of a) water level anomaly (relative difference between the stiff vegetation and the non-vegetation cases) and b) depth-averaged velocity, at peak flood. The patch of
(stiff) vegetation is located in the red square. The hydrodynamic is forced at the northern boundary.
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periods are almost the same in the patch (higher at ebb than at flood).
In addition to frequency shifting, the currents circulating around the
vegetation patch induce wave refraction: the wave energy is focused at
flood and obstructed at ebb (Fig. 10), which results in a more elongated
wake at flood than at ebb.

3.4.2. Effects of vegetation-influenced water level on wave characteristics
In this section, we analyze the influence of water level on waves, in

the absence of currents (scenario WWL). Overall, an increase in water
level results in an increase of wave height and wave length, and vice
versa in the case of a decrease in water level. The positive water level

Fig. 7. Plan view of a) significant wave height Hs, b) mean wave period Tm01, c) mean wave length λ, and d) wave steepness Hs/λ.

Fig. 8. Plan view of a) wave-induced mean water elevation in which the gradient contour levels −5e-6 (dash) and 5e-6 (solid) are superimposed and b) time- and depth-averaged
Lagrangian current velocity. Note difference of magnitude in color scale from Fig. 6b (instantaneous currents).
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anomaly upstream of the vegetation patch (Fig. 6a) allows the presence
of larger waves locally, and in the wake of the patch after propagation
(Fig. 11a). For an opposite water level anomaly (down upstream and up
downstream), the waves are smaller when they meet the patch, but they
are enhanced (compared to the constant water level case) in the wake
of the patch as a result of being less dampened in the patch (Fig. 11b).

3.5. Effects of vegetation-influenced waves on tidal flow

In this section, we analyze the influence of waves on tidal flow
(scenario FW). The contribution of wave-forcing to the momentum
balance is negligible at flood in the cross-section shown in Fig. 5 (two
orders of magnitude less) but is manifest (10–20% increase in depth-
averaged velocity) at the edge of the vegetation patch where the wave-
induced Stokes flow interacts with strong flow vorticity, and as a result
the lobes of maximum current velocity (Fig. 6b) are slightly shifted and
more elongated in the direction of wave propagation. While flow speed
increases on the lateral edges of the vegetation patch, it decreases
upstream by ~ 20%, above the vegetation patch by ~ 75%, and in the v-
shaped wave wake downstream by ~ 35%. In the tide-only case
(Fig. 6b), the flow speed was reduced by ~ 10, 80 and 20%, respectively
across the vegetation patch. Therefore, the capacity of vegetation to
reduce the flow speed is enhanced in the presence of waves.

4. Discussion

4.1. Advancement of open-source modeling tools

Coastal storms are generally a combination of extreme water levels,
strong winds, large waves, and intense rainfall. The simulation of these
events require accounting for wind-wave-current interactions. The
Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere-Wave-Sediment Transport (COAWST)
modeling system has been successfully applied under various storm
conditions in several coastal and estuarine environments (e.g., Warner
et al., 2010, Olabarrieta et al., 2011, Ralston et al., 2013). The wave-
flow-vegetation module now allows for quantification of the effects of
emergent and submerged aquatic vegetation on storm surge, waves,
and sediment transport, which can be used to inform ecosystem-based
coastal risk management.

COAWST also integrates a coupled biogeochemical-optical model
based on a nutrient, phytoplankton, zooplankton, and detritus model
(Fennel et al., 2006) and a light attenuation model depending on
concentrations of suspended sediment, organic material, and phyto-
plankton (del Barrio et al., 2014). The wave-flow-vegetation module
provides a new linkage for assessing the hydrodynamic forces on a
seagrass bed and the resulting sediment resuspension and mixing in
and above the seagrass canopy that affect light availability, and in turn
potential seagrass biomass production. Future versions of the code will

Fig. 9. Cross-shore (along Y-axis) variation of a) significant wave height and b) total wave energy dissipation in the middle of the domain at peak flood (blue), peak ebb (red), and with
no tide (black). In the left panel, the dash lines are the results without vegetation. Wave propagation is from the right of the figure to the left of the figure. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 10. Transport of wave energy during a) flood and b) ebb tides.
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include above and below ground biomass changes to vegetation classes
based on light and nutrient availability.

4.2. Limitations and possible improvements

4.2.1. Calculation of bed shear-stress
The assumption of a logarithmic velocity profile near the bed is

questionable within the vegetation canopy as is the calculation of bed
shear-stress. In particular, the model in its current state cannot
represent the enhanced bed shear-stress in sparse canopy compared
to bare sediment that results in “sandification” (winnowing of mud) of
the vegetated bed (Van Katwijk et al., 2010; Nepf, 2012). In addition to
bed shear-stress partitioning to isolate the skin friction relevant to
sediment transport, the calculation of the total bed shear-stress (drag
form plus skin friction) should account for the contribution of the
canopy shear-stress and wake-generated turbulence. Although the
near-bed turbulent structure can be difficult to resolve with the vertical
resolution used in coastal models, using the near-bed Reynolds stress
(or the turbulent kinetic energy) instead of the vertical velocity gradient
to calculate the total bed shear-stress could reproduce the density/
flexibility dependent trend in bed shear-stress (Fig. 4b). As currently
formulated, the model will represent the tendency for vegetated areas
to trap sediment and reduce effective settling velocity, which is an
important bio-physical feedback in coastal systems.

4.2.2. Parameterization of flexible canopy motions
The waving motions of flexible canopies, called monami when

following coherent eddies, decrease the amount of vertical momentum
transfer by up to 40% compared to rigid canopies (Ghisalberti and
Nepf, 2006). Several LES models have been designed to resolve the
eddy structures in the vegetated shear layer and their coupling with the
plant motions (e.g., Ikeda et al., 2001, Dupont et al., 2010), but to the
authors’ knowledge there is no existing eddy viscosity parameterization
accounting for these interactions.

The wave dissipation due to vegetation term in SWAN currently
neglects the plant swaying motion. Luhar and Nepf (2016) recently
extended their effective blade length approach for steady-flow (Luhar
and Nepf, 2011) to unsteady-flows, accounting for plant flexibility and
motion in wave dissipation models. Their formulation will be imple-
mented in COAWST along with expanding horizontally the dimension
of the vegetation height variable in SWAN. Nevertheless, further
investigations remain ongoing regarding the flexible plant reconfigura-

tion under combined wave and current interactions.

4.2.3. Computational expense, obstacles and future considerations
We compared the computational costs of using the vegetation

module relative to a simplified approach that uses bottom roughness
to account for increased drag in the model domain. The increase in the
computational costs arises in different parts of the model, mainly in the
2D and 3D kernels, and the GLS vertical mixing model which computes
turbulent quantities (Table 2). Overall, the vegetation module increases
computational costs by 6% over a run where the vegetation patch is
represented by coarser sediment. The increase occurs from the
calculation of the vegetation drag and turbulence terms in the vegeta-
tion module. These terms are then added to the 2D kernel, 3D
momentum equations, and vertical mixing parameterization.

The implementation of this functionality in COAWST was met by
several numerical and conceptual obstacles, which will require future
investigation and troubleshooting. For example, the ROMS hydrody-
namic model required a reduced time step with the vegetation module
(e.g. 1 s instead of 10 s) to eliminate instabilities resulting from sharp
velocity gradients. We also found that horizontal buoyancy and shear
terms in the turbulence model needed to be unsmoothed to avoid
perturbations at the corner of the vegetation patch. One possible
solution is to gradually ramp up vegetation density into the patch,
which can either be accomplished through modification of the initi-
alization file, or through a coding modification. The SWAN model
currently does not account for multiple vegetation types, and does not
dissipate wave energy (due to vegetation) spectrally; i.e. dissipation is
applied uniformly across the wave spectra. In the case of multiple

Fig. 11. a) Relative difference in significant wave height between the positive anomaly case (described in Fig. 6a) and the constant water level case, and b) cross-shore (along Y-axis)
variation of significant wave height (in the middle of the domain) with a positive water level anomaly (blue), no anomaly (constant water level, black), and a negative anomaly (red). The
dash lines are the results with no wave dissipation due to vegetation. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Table 2
Increase in computational expense due to implementation of the vegetation module
relative as opposed to a simplified approach that uses bottom roughness to account for
increased drag. All times are in seconds, summed over 24 cpus.

Model
component

Bottom
roughness case

Vegetation
module case

Increase in
computational time

Vegetation
module

N/A 4310.716 N/A

2D kernel 108,442.567 113,364.426 4.53%
GLS vertical

mixing
18,379.465 20,150.028 9.63%

3D kernel 62,767.183 63,416.523 1.03%
Total 192,294.957 203,947.535 6.14%
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vegetation types an equivalent shoot density is defined in ROMS and
SWAN. Future versions of SWAN will account for spatially-variable
plant properties as in ROMS. Lastly, a systematic parameter study
would constrain the uncertainty of the numerous model parameteriza-
tions implemented here. The development of this open-source tool will
allow such studies to commence.

5. Summary and conclusion

We have developed a coupled wave-flow-vegetation module in the
COAWST modeling system applicable to vegetated flows in riverine,
lacustrine, estuarine and coastal environments. New vegetative com-
ponents were implemented in the flow model ROMS, namely plant
posture-dependent three-dimensional drag, vertical mixing, and wave-
induced streaming. The model reproduces key features of flow-vegeta-
tion hydrodynamic interaction, in particular the strong shear layer at
the top of a submerged canopy which varies in height as the plants
bend. The coupling framework has also been updated to exchange
vegetation-related variables between the flow and the wave model
SWAN to account for wave dissipation by vegetation in the presence of
currents and water level fluctuations. Results from the idealized test
case in shallow water highlight the nonlinear interdependency between
(tidal) flow and wave characteristics in the presence of a vegetation
patch. In particular, the coupled wave-flow-vegetation model shows
that the vegetation modifies the wave characteristics (height, period,
steepness, and direction) primarily by wave energy dissipation result-
ing from the work done by drag force on the vegetation stems, and
secondarily by influencing the water level and current fields: i) any
(positive or negative) gradient of free surface elevation across the
vegetation patch reduces vegetation-induced wave damping; ii) wave
dissipation rate decreases/increases when waves propagate along/
against the current, while the (intrinsic) wave frequency increases/
decreases to conserve wave action density which enhances/diminishes
wave dissipation by bed friction and vegetation drag. In parallel, waves
influence the flow; therefore, waves alter the capacity of vegetation to
reduce current speed and adjust water level. This model contributes to
an improved understanding of how aquatic vegetation influences the
physical environment and, more generally, provides a multidisciplinary
tool for informing decision-making of the potential ecologic and
economic benefits of aquatic vegetation.
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